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The intensity values of pairs of stereoscopic images could be affected
by radiometric elements such as camera exposure, illumination direc-
tion, etc. Therefore, it is a challenging problem to get consistent and
exact disparity values under a variety of real-world environment. Here,
the proposed approach extracts disparity values based on a local cost
metric and is resistant to global and local radiometric changes. It is
designed in a way that disparity values are extracted using local uni-
formity of pixel values between pairs of stereoscopic images. The pro-
posed metric-based method is defined as the resistant local cost metric
(RLCM) model. As a result of the experiment, the proposed model per-
formed better than the comparative methods under experimental condi-
tions in which the radiometric distortion between pairs of stereoscopic
images was significantly different. The average peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (PSNR) value of the RLCM method is 20.0 dB under the global
radiometric change condition and 19.3 dB under the local condition,
showing the highest value compared to the comparison group. Conse-
quentially, it is demonstrated that the proposed method is less sensitive
to various radiometric changes.

Introduction: 3D-element extraction method using stereo vision targets
2D images acquired using two cameras configured horizontally at a
close distance in most cases, and extracts relative disparity values by
applying the principle of binocular parallax [1]. It is common that
pairs of stereoscopic images acquired in the real-world environment are
exposed to conditions where the amount of illumination is not uniform
due to radiometric distortion, and such conditions make it more difficult
to accurately predict disparity values [2–5]. The main factors affecting
the change of illumination can be largely classified into two types. First,
there is an overall change that has a relatively uniform difference in
intensity across the entire image between the pairs of stereoscopic im-
ages. Next, there is a local change having a dispersive and non-uniform
difference in intensity. However, previous studies adapting to change
of illumination have problems in several respects. First of all, previous
studies generally calculate disparity values with relatively high accuracy
for overall change of illumination, but the accuracy of disparity values
is low for local change where it is difficult to predict relatively accurate
disparity values. Next, previous studies adopt global methods and deep
learning structures that can predict disparity values with relatively high
accuracy in the process of selecting the optimal disparity value for
each pixel unit [6–8], but the global method has a problem in that it
is vulnerable to local change of illumination due to the optimization
process of the entire image, and the deep learning structure has a
problem of high absolute computational cost for learning.

Therefore, here, we propose a method that is resistant to global and
local changes of illumination by considering the computational load in
pairs of stereoscopic images under conditions where the intensity is not
uniform. This method is expected to be applicable to a module that effi-
ciently acquires 3D-element of a realistic media application system in a
real-world environment. For example, it can be applied to media applica-
tions such as stereoscopic 3D OTT/OTA media service, 360 VR media
service, and 3D cinema. In addition, it has been observed that various
studies can improve the performance of the proposed method or expand
the range of applications, and those are considered as subjects of future
works. The scene graph technique, which infers relationships among ob-
jects in a scene, can contribute to the development of applications for
3D elements extracted through the proposed method [9]. A transferable
network architecture for zero-shot temporal activity detection can con-
tribute to improving the generalizability of the proposed method [10].
A novel unsupervised multi-modal machine translation approach can
be applied to improve the robustness of the disparity extraction process

[11]. Differentiable generative adversarial networks search for zero-shot
learning can provide valuable insights into designing more flexible and
adaptable models for handling unseen radiometric distortions [12].

Extraction of disparity values based on local uniformity of intensity:
The proposed cost model uses the characteristic that the difference val-
ues of intensity of each image in pair of stereoscopic images is relatively
uniform based on the local region. It is necessary to confirm the objective
basis through observation and analysis of the local uniformity of the dif-
ference values of intensity. The skip factor is used to implement the local
uniformity of the difference values of intensity in the metric of the cost
model, and is defined as a uniform distance between neighbouring pixels
in each window in the both side images. Even if the intensity values of
a specific region change due to a global or local change in the amount
of illumination in the both side images, the difference values of inten-
sity between neighbouring pixels in the window has a relatively uniform
value based on a specific skip size. IL represents the intensity value of the
left image, IR represents the intensity value of the right image, (i, j) repre-
sents the pixel position, s means the size of the skip, and d means the dis-
parity value. The skip size from 1 to less than the window size is sequen-
tially applied to calculate the ratio of pixels where the difference values
of intensity is less than 5% of the maximum intensity value, and if the
ratio is the highest, the skip size of the proposed cost model is decided.
In addition, the local uniformity of the difference values of intensity was
numerically observed in multiple stereoscopic images (Baby1, Baby2,
Cloth1, Flowerpots etc.) under conditions where the amount of illumi-
nation was not uniform. The ratio of pixels in which the difference values
of intensity is less than 5% of the maximum intensity value in the image
is defined as r, and the higher the value, the higher the local uniformity.
As a result, an average of about 93.0% of the r value in the global change
of illumination and an average of about 97.4% in the local change were
observed based on the skip size of 3 and the horizontal direction. The re-
sult of this observation can serve as an objective basis for the fact that the
difference values of intensity between neighbouring pixels within a win-
dow in both side images has a relatively uniform value based on a spe-
cific skip size, even if the intensity value of a specific region is different.

Isotropic expansion based on the local uniformity of intensity: The
proposed cost model uses vertical and diagonal components as represen-
tative components in addition to horizontal component to improve the
accuracy of disparity values. This means the isotropic expansion based
on the local uniformity of intensity, and is based on the fact that the local
uniformity of the window-based difference values of intensity is main-
tained as major directional components. Experimental observation and
analysis of vertical and diagonal direction components were performed
under the same conditions as observation of the horizontal direction for
the local uniformity of the difference values of intensity. An average
of about 91.9% of the r value in the global change of illumination and
an average of about 95.6% in the local change were observed based on
the skip size of 3 and the vertical direction. Based on the skip size of 5,
an average r value of about 88.3% in global change and an average of
about 95.3% in local change was observed. In the diagonal direction, an
average of about 92.0% of the r value in the global change of illumina-
tion and an average of about 95.6% in the local change were observed
based on the skip size of 3. Based on the skip size of 5, an average r
value of about 88.4% in global change and an average of about 95.3%
in local change was observed. This experimental observation serves as
an objective basis for isotropic expansion in which the window-based
difference values of intensity maintain locally uniform values based on
the main directional components.

Local scalling to reduce edge fattening: The proposed cost model ap-
plies local scaling based on the average pixel intensity of window to im-
prove resistance against local change. The adoption of local scaling has
the advantage of minimizing the computational load and maintaining
the basic structure of this cost model. However, the uniform local scal-
ing method has a problem that it is easily exposed to edge fattening that
occurs when disparity values are calculated incorrectly near the bound-
ary of an object. Therefore, the cost model proposed to solve this prob-
lem applies a method of adaptively performing local scaling by setting a
threshold based on the cost of each direction component. Figure 1 shows
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Fig. 1 The algorithm of the resistant local cost metric model.

the flow chart of the algorithm of the proposed RLCM model sequen-
tially from data input to optimal variance output. The detailed process of
the RLCM model, which isotropically expands based on the local unifor-
mity of intensity and applies local scaling, is represented procedurally.

Equations (1)–(3) represents the process of adding local characteris-
tics by applying the average value of the intensity in the corresponding
window based on the horizontal component, and CH means the aggre-
gation cost of the horizontal component. CHL and CHR represent the dif-
ference values of intensity based on windows in the left image and the
right image, respectively, and mPL and mPR represent average values of
intensity within windows in the left and right images, respectively. IL(i,j
+ s) represents the intensity value of a pixel moved from (i, j) by the s
with the horizontal direction in the window of the left image and IR(i,j
+ d + s) means the intensity value of a pixel moved by the d and s with
the horizontal direction based on (i, j) in the window of the right image.

CHL = |IL (i, j) − IL (i, j + s)| . (1)

CHR = |IR (i, j + d ) − IR (i, j + d + s)| . (2)

CH =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CHL − CHR

mPL
mPR

)

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CHR − CHL

mPR
mPL

) ,
if CHL ≥ CHR

otherwise CHL < CHR
(3)

Equations (4)–(6) represents the process of adding local characteris-
tics by applying the average value of the intensity in the corresponding
window based on the vertical component, and CV means the aggregation
cost of the vertical component.

Table 1. The comparison results of peak signal-to-noise ratio values
under the global radiometric change (dB).

Methods Flowpots Rocks1 Wood1 Baby1 Baby2 Cloth1

LSAD 14.4 19.5 15.4 19.3 18.6 20.6

LSSD 14.7 19.7 15.6 19.3 19.2 20.6

ZSAD 9.5 10.4 10.6 10.6 11.6 17.7

ZSSD 9.5 10.4 10.7 10.6 11.7 18.1

ZNCC 17.3 20.9 18.6 20.8 21.1 20.6

ANCC 14.9 19.0 17.4 20.2 18.1 18.8

RLCM 17.6 21.0 18.9 21.5 20.4 20.7

CV L = |IL (i, j) − IL (i + s, j)| . (4)

CV R = |IR (i, j + d ) − IR (i + s, j + d )| . (5)

CV =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CV L − CV R

mPL
mPR

)

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CV R − CV L

mPR
mPL

) ,
if CV L ≥ CV R

otherwise CV L < CV R
(6)

Equations (7)–(9) represents the process of adding local characteris-
tics by applying the average value of the intensity in the corresponding
window based on the diagonal component, and CD means the aggrega-
tion cost of the diagonal component.

CDL = |IL (i, j) − IL (i + s, j + s)| . (7)

CDR = |IR (i, j + d ) − IR (i + s, j + d + s)| . (8)

CD =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CDL − CDR

mPL
mPR

)

∑
(i, j)∈P

(
CDR − CDL

mPR
mPL

) ,
if CDL ≥ CDR

otherwise CDL < CDR
(9)

As a result, RLCM , the final cost model that provides reliability in the
pairs of stereoscopic images under conditions where the intensity is not
uniform is expressed as follows:

RLCM = CH + CV + CD. (10)

Experimental results: In this experiment, the proposed RLCM model
was evaluated using the Middlebury stereo image dataset [1] through
experiments under various conditions. Test-bed images with various fea-
tures such as Baby1, Baby2, Cloth1, Flowerpots, Rocks1, and Wood1
were used. The comparison group includes zero-mean sum of squared
differences (ZSSD) using local domain-based features, locally scaled
sum of squared differences (LSSD), locally scaled sum of absolute dif-
ferences (LSAD), and zero-mean sum of absolute differences (ZSAD).
Also, based on the global domain, zero-mean normalized cross corre-
lation (ZNCC) and adaptive normalized cross correlation (ANCC) are
included [13]. The accuracy measurement method consisted of objec-
tive and subjective quality evaluation. In objective quality evaluation, the
peak signal to noise ratio method and the structural similarity method are
used.

Compared to the comparison group under the global radiometric
change condition, the average value of the structural similarity index
measure (SSIM) index of the RLCM method was 0.819, which is the
highest value. Compared to 0.787 of the ANCC method, the proposed
model has a high value of about 4%. Compared to the ANCC method,
which can be directly compared in terms of the resistance of the radio-
metric change, the proposed model shows high accuracy of the disparity
value at the boundary or inside the object.

Table 1 shows the comparison results of the PSNR values under
the global radiometric change condition. Compared to the comparison
group, the average value of the PSNR of the RLCM method was 20.0 dB,
which is the highest value. Compared to 18.1 dB of the ANCC method,
the proposed model has a high value of about 10%.

Figure 2 shows the results of the RLCM model and comparison group
under the global radiometric change condition. Figures 2a and 2b show
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Fig. 2 The comparison results of the resistant local cost metric model under
the global radiometric change (Flowerpots): (a) left image. (b) right image.
(c) ground truth. (d) locally scaled sum of absolute differences. (e) locally
scaled sum of squared differences. (f) zero-mean sum of squared differences.
(g) zero-mean normalized cross correlation. (h) adaptive normalized cross
correlation. (i) resistant local cost metric.

Table 2. The comparison results of peak signal-to-noise ratio values
under the local radiometric change (dB).

Methods Flowpots Rocks1 Wood1 Baby1 Baby2 Cloth1

LSAD 10.8 18.9 15.3 19.1 18.0 20.6

LSSD 11.0 19.0 15.6 19.1 18.3 20.6

ZSAD 10.2 14.6 14.9 18.4 17.9 20.5

ZSSD 10.4 14.7 15.2 18.3 18.2 20.6

ZNCC 11.5 19.6 16.3 19.3 18.4 20.6

ANCC 12.1 18.7 16.5 19.8 17.8 18.8

RLCM 15.1 19.9 17.7 20.9 21.7 20.6

the left and right input images, respectively, and 2c is the ground truth
image that serves as a criterion for subjective evaluation. In order to ap-
ply the global radiometric change difference between the left and right
images, the camera exposure level is set differently for each image.
Figure 2d–i shows the disparity images of the comparison group and
the RLCM model. By subjective comparison with the ground truth, it
can be confirmed that the disparity images of the RLCM model show
higher accuracy than the methods of the comparison group.

Compared to the comparison group under the local radiometric
change condition, the average value of the SSIM index of the RLCM
method was 0.769, which is the highest value. Compared to 0.749 of the
ANCC method, the proposed model has a high value of about 2%.

Table 2 shows the comparison results of the PSNR values under the
local radiometric change condition. Compared to the comparison group,
the average value of the PSNR of the RLCM method was 19.3 dB, which
is the highest value. Compared to 17.3 dB of the ANCC method, the
proposed model has a high value of about 12%.

Figure 3 shows the results of the RLCM model and comparison group
under the local radiometric change condition. In order to apply the lo-
cal radiometric change difference between the left and right images, the
illumination level is set differently for each image. Figure 3d–i shows
the disparity images of the comparison group and the RLCM model. By
subjective comparison with the ground truth, it can be confirmed that
the disparity images of the RLCM model show higher accuracy than the
methods of the comparison group.

Fig. 3 The comparison results of the resistant local cost metric model un-
der the local radiometric change (Baby2): (a) left image. (b) right image.
(c) ground truth. (d) locally scaled sum of absolute differences. (e) locally
scaled sum of squared differences. (f) zero-mean sum of squared differences.
(g) zero-mean normalized cross correlation. (h) adaptive normalized cross
correlation. (i) resistant local cost metric.

Conclusion: The proposed RLCM model has an approach for extracting
disparity values based on local cost metrics that is resistant to local and
global radiometric changes. This method is particularly strong in local
change having a dispersive and non-uniform difference in intensity. It
is difficult to predict a relatively accurate disparity values compared to
the global change of illumination, even if various optimization methods
such as belief-propagation and graph-cut are used. Experimental results
showed that the proposed model performed better than the comparison
group under experimental conditions with differences in the radiomet-
ric distortion between pairs of stereoscopic images. It is demonstrated
that the average PSNR value of the RLCM method is improved by about
10% under the global radiometric change condition and about 12% un-
der the local condition compared to the ANCC method. The exploration
of potential applications where the proposed method can be applied and
performance evaluation based on large-scale datasets are being consid-
ered as future works.
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